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Abstract
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In this study, we used deoxyribozyme (DNAzyme) functionalized gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) to
catalytically silence tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) in vivo as a potential therapeutic for
myocardial infarction (MI). Using primary macrophages as a model, we demonstrated 50%
knockdown of TNF-α, which was not attainable using Lipofectamine-based approaches. Local
injection of DNAzyme conjugated to gold particles (AuNPs) in the rat myocardium yielded TNFα knockdown efficiencies of 50%, which resulted in significant anti-inflammatory effects and
improvement in acute cardiac function following MI. Our results represent the first example
showing the use of DNAzyme AuNP conjugates in vivo for viable delivery and gene regulation.
This is significant as TNF-α is a multibillion dollar drug target implicated in many inflammatorymediated disorders, thus underscoring the potential impact of DNAzyme-conjugated AuNPs.
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1. Introduction
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Ischemic heart disease is considered to be the leading cause of death in the world today.[1]
Myocardial infarction (MI), most commonly known as a “heart attack”, is the initial
occurrence, which involves a thrombotic occlusion of a coronary artery and subsequent
depletion of oxygen and nutrients to a segment of the left ventricular wall. This lack of
blood flow initiates an inflammatory response as a defense mechanism to prevent terminal
damage to the myocardium. An early and crucial step in the process of cardiac repair
following acute MI is the inflammatory reaction that begins with the influx of neutrophils
and macrophages that absorb the necrotic tissue.[5-8] However, unbridled inflammation
fueled by continuous up-regulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines can exacerbate tissue
damage, thus contributing to adverse cardiac remodeling and non-contractile scar formation
that ultimately culminates in HF.[9-12] Much interest has been devoted to studying the role
of inflammation following acute MI, and interestingly, many pharmacological therapies with
demonstrated efficacy for the management of heart disease exhibit anti-inflammatory
properties distinct from their perceived primary mechanism of action, suggesting modulation
of inflammation as a contributing factor to the clinical benefit ascribed to these medications.
[4, 9]
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The pro-inflammatory cytokine Tumor Necrosis Factor-α (TNF-α) is an extensively studied
potential therapeutic target implicated in many of the pathological processes involved
irreversible damage caused to the heart post-MI. The pathological mechanism for TNF-α
mediated myocardial dysfunction is thought to occur through a combination of factors that
includes induction of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species, initiation of pro-inflammatory
cytokine cascades and down-regulation of contractile proteins.[13-18] However, several
reports have also indicated that TNF-α involvement in the early repair process as a doubleedged sword in that physiological levels of TNF-α can be cardioprotective.[19-21]
Therefore, selection of an optimal therapeutic window as well as duration of action are
critical in targeting TNF-α as an anti-inflammatory therapy in order to suppress the elevated
inflammatory response immediately following MI.

Author Manuscript

Despite the volumes of encouraging pre-clinical data for TNF-α antagonism, human trials
employing a soluble TNF-α receptor (etanercept) or a monocolonal antibody (infliximab)
designed to neutralize TNF-α have failed to demonstrate long-term clinical benefit in
patients with chronic HF post MI.[22] Therefore designing alternative approaches to deliver
transient, but potent suppression of TNF-α during the critical acute inflammatory stage is an
important step towards successfully translating TNF-α antagonism as a treatment strategy
for acute MI. Oligonucleotide-based gene silencing therapeutics offer potent yet transient
target gene regulation, and are thus excellent candidates for treating acute MI that may
circumvent many of the limitations of protein-based strategies. However, delivery of
therapeutic nucleic acids is an immense challenge due to the difficulties in transporting
highly negatively charged oligomers across a cell membrane and protecting nucleic acids
from degradation.[25, 26] Current delivery methods include complexing of nucleic acids to
cationic lipids. However, the inherent toxicity and the positively charged surface
characteristics that elicit immune responses deem such vehicles unsuitable for treating
inflammatory pathologies.[27] A powerful, yet emerging approach for transfection entails
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spatially organizing therapeutic oligonucleotides into a compact spherical nanostructure.[28,
29] Work by Mirkin and colleagues has shown that these spherical DNA structures are
internalized by virtually all nucleated cells.[31] Internalization is mediated through
scavenger receptor A and proceeds rapidly and without the aid of a transfection agent.[32,
33] DNA-modified gold particles escape from endosomal compartments within a few hrs of
incubation with cells. DNA-modified AuNP are then distributed within the cytoplasm but
not the nucleus. In fact, transfection is so efficient that spherical nucleic acids have been
shown to readily enter a mouse's epithelial layer to regulate EGFR expression and even cross
the blood brain barrier to treat glioblastoma.[34, 35] In order to address the issues of
achieving efficient transfection of therapeutic oligonucleotides with minimal immune
response, we hypothesized that functional DNA conjugated to spherical gold nanoparticles
would provide the combination of highly efficient and non-toxic delivery of oligonucleotides
along with potent and transient knockdown of TNF-α. We specifically investigated
functional DNA enzymes (or DNAzymes) as a novel catalytic modality of gene silencing
molecules to inhibit TNF-α mRNA.

Author Manuscript

The 10-23 DNAzyme is composed of a 15 base catalytic core and flanked by two
recognition arms that can selectively degrade target mRNA independent of RNAi, thus
importantly avoiding the need to hijack the host cell's machinery for catalysis. Compared to
siRNA mediated gene silencing, DNAzymes offer the added advantages of enhanced
stability (DNA versus RNA), cost-effective synthesis and limited immune response, which is
typically triggered by double stranded RNA in siRNA approaches. DNAzyme therapies have
shown great potential in pre-clinical trials in treating a wide variety of ailments ranging from
cancer to spinal cord injury including myocardial infarction, notably targeting transcription
factors c-Jun and Egr-1 for knockdown.[36-40] DNAzymes are also currently in human
trials for treating nasopharyngeal carcinoma.[41] In previous work, we have demonstrated
enhanced catalytic gene silencing activity in vitro demonstrated by DNAzymes when
functionalized in similar spherical nucleic acid structures[42]. In this report, we tested
whether DNAzyme functionalized gold nanoparticles could be effective anti-inflammatory
agents in the heart by regulating TNF-α expression in a rodent model of acute MI and confer
therapeutic benefits to the damaged heart.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials

Author Manuscript

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise noted. Stock solutions
were made using Nanopure water (Barnstead Nanopure system, resistivity = 18.2 MΩ). The
DNA fluorescence assay kit (Quant-iT™ OliGreen® ssDNA kit) was acquired from Life
Technologies (formerly Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and was used to quantify DNA density on
the particle surface. All oligonucleotides were custom synthesized by Integrated DNA
Technologies (IDT) and are summarized in SI Table 1.
2.2. Gold-DNAzyme nanoparticle synthesis
Citrate-stabilized gold nanoparticles (AuNP; 14±3 nm) were prepared using published
procedures.[43] A 500 mL solution of 1 mM hydrogen tetrachloroaurate(III) trihydrate
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solution was brought to a vigorous boil, and once boiling, 50 mL of a 38.8 mM sodium
citrate tribasic dihydrate solution was added and allowed to reflux for 15 min. The reaction
mixture was filtered using a 0.45 μm acetate filter, producing monodisperse AuNPs. The
surface plasmon resonance wavelength of the gold nanoparticles was determined using UVvis absorbance spectrometry, and particle size was determined using transmission electron
microscopy (TEM).
2.3. Preparation of DNAzyme-functionalized gold nanoparticles
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Disulfide-modified oligonucleotides at the 3′ terminus were purchased from Integrated
DNA Technologies (IDT). The disulfide was reduced to a free thiol by incubating 50 nmols
of lyophilized oligonucleotide with 1.0 mL of disulfide cleavage buffer (0.1 M dithiothreitol
(DTT), 170 mM phosphate buffer at pH 8.0) for 3 hours at room temperature. The reduced
oligonucleotides were purified using a NAP-25 column (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ)
with Nanopure water as the eluent. Subsequently, 40 nmol of DNA was added to 10 mL of
14 nm gold nanoparticles (10 nM), bringing the final concentration of oligonucleotide and
gold nanoparticles to ∼3.0 μM and ∼7.0 nM, respectively. The pH of the solution was
adjusted to pH 7.4 by adding 1/10th the total volume (∼133 μL) of 100 mM phosphate
buffer, thus bringing the phosphate buffer concentration to 9 mM. The particles were
stabilized by adding sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) to the solution and bringing the SDS
concentration to 0.1% (g/mL) by using a stock solution of 10% SDS. The particles were
successively salted with eight NaCl additions that were spaced 20 min apart using a stock
solution of 2.0 M NaCl and 10 mM phosphate buffer. The final NaCl concentration of the
DNA AuNP solution was increased to 0.7 M. The first two NaCl additions increased the
concentration by 0.05 M increments, while the remaining six NaCl additions increased the
NaCl concentration by 0.1 M increments. The particles were immediately sonicated for 10 s
after each salt addition to maximize DNA packing, as indicated in literature.[44] Fully salted
particles were then incubated overnight, in the dark at room temperature. We found that the
10-23 active catalytic core of the DNAzyme had a tendency to drive the formation of
nanoparticle aggregates at 0.7 M NaCl due to partial self-complementarity of sequences. The
formation of these aggregates did not result in any observable reduction in the quality of the
particles (as measured by UV-vis absorbance, TEM, DNA density, and ultimately TNF-a
knockdown). The particles were stored as a stock solution (under high salt and excess DNA)
at 4°C until needed, for a maximum duration of 1 month. Note that Dz-conjugated particles
that were washed and stored in Nanopure water for more than one week displayed a
decrease in their gene-regulation activity, Error! Reference source not found.S9 (no salt or
excess DNA). Therefore, particles were only washed prior to knockdown studies, where
particles were centrifuged four times at 13,500 RPM, filtered using a 0.2 μm syringe filter,
and reconstituted in PBS.
2.4. Quantification of DNAzyme loading density
The commercial Quant-iTTM OliGreen® ssDNA kit was used to determine the total
DNAzyme density per particle. The Quant-iTTM OliGreen® ssDNA kit required preparation
of a calibration curve by diluting a DNA stock solution (4 μg/mL) composed of the same
thiolated oligonucleotide used during particle functionalization to 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, and
2.0 μg/mL at a final volume of 100 μL in 1× TE buffer. DNAzyme particle solutions were
Biomaterials. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2017 August 21.
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prepared by diluting a ∼10 nM stock solution to 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 nM with TE buffer. The
oligonucleotides were then released from the particle by oxidizing/dissolving the gold with
potassium cyanide (KCN). This was performed by adding 1 μL of a 5 M stock solution of
KCN to each well, including the calibration wells to ensure an accurate calibration curve and
blank subtraction. The samples were incubated with KCN for 30 min to ensure complete
dissolution. After complete dissolution of the gold nanoparticles, 100 μL of the freshly
prepared 1× Quant-iTTM OliGreen® solution was added to each well and fluorescence
intensities (485/528 nm excitation/emission) of each well were then measured using a BioTek Synergy HT plate reader to determine the total DNA density.
2.5. Cell Culture

Author Manuscript

RAW 264.7 macrophages obtained from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC number:
TIB-71) were maintained at 37°C under a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 in Dulbecco's
Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) containing 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS),
supplemented with penicillin (100 U/mL) and streptomycin (100 mg/mL) and 2 mM LGlutamine. For primary macrophage culture, peritoneal macrophages were isolated from
Sprague Dawley rats as described previously [45]. Briefly, cold PBS was infused into the
peritoneal cavity of rats and cellular lavage was collected, spun down at 1000 × g at 4°C for
10 minutes, following which cell solution was resuspended in media described above. The
cell solution was plated in 24-well plates (3×106 cells/well) and left to adhere overnight for
treatment the following day. Primary single ventricular myocytes culture from Sprague
Dawley rat hearts is described in supporting information.
2.6. Particle uptake by macrophages and myocytes
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To confirm the intracellular distribution of DNA delivered by DNA modified gold
nanoparticles, RAW264.7 macrophages or adult rat cardiomyocytes were treated with Cy5
labeled DNAzyme functionalized gold particles for 1 hour (5 nM particle concentration
equivalent to 666.7 nM DNA concentration) and then washed in PBS three times, fixed in
4% PFA and stained with DAPI for nuclei and calcein for macrophages or FITC Maleimide
for cardiomycocytes to delineate the cell surface, and imaged using laser scanning confocal
microscopy (Zeiss LSM 510 META) to identify Cy5 fluorescence within the cells to indicate
internalization of Cy5-DNA modified gold particles. Further, particle uptake was compared
with commercially available Lipofectamine® RNAiMAX reagent (Life Technologies)
mediated transfection at 1, 4, 18 and 24 hours using fluorescence microscopy in live cells for
macrophages, and in fixed cells at 18 hours for cardiomyocytes.
2.7. In vitro silencing of TNF-α with Dz particles
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For TNF-α knockdown studies, peritoneal macrophages were treated with three types of
particles, active (Dz), inactive (i-Dz) or active but nonspecific (NS-Dz) at a particle
concentration of 10 nM/well (1.3 mM DNA). After 20 hours of treatment, the media was
removed and the cells were re-treated with the same concentration of particles while at the
same time receiving stimulation with LPS (5 ng/ml) to induce TNF-α production. After 4
hours of stimulation, 100 uL of media was collected from each sample and analyzed for
secreted TNF-α via ELISA according to the manufacture's protocol (eBioscience).
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2.8. Cytotoxicity
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Cytotoxicity of DNAzyme particles was compared with a commercially available,
commonly used transfection reagent, using pro-inflammatory cytokine TNF-α itself as a
surrogate cytotoxicity indicator. Primary peritoneal macrophages were transfected with
either Lipofectamine® RNAiMAX containing scrambled DNA or NS-Dz for 20 hours.
Extracellular medium was collected and TNF-α production quantified by ELISA.
2.9. Myocardial infarction and particle injection
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A randomized and blinded study was conducted using adult Sprague Dawley rats. The
animals were assigned to treatment groups (n=8-12) using a random number generator and
the animal surgeon was only given letter codes to identify groups. While one group was
subjected to a sham surgery, the other four groups received myocardial infarction via
permanent ligation of the left descending artery. Briefly, the animals were anesthetized
(1-3% isoflurane) and following tracheal intubation, the heart was exposed by separating the
ribs. Myocardial infarction was performed by ligation of the left anterior descending
coronary artery. For groups receiving particle injections, immediately after coronary artery
ligation, 100 μL of one of the following DNAzyme modified particles were injected into the
cyanotic ischemic zone (3 locations) through a 25-gauge needle while the heart was beating:
Dz, i-Dz or NS-Dz. The dose of DNAzyme injected was 0.07 mg/kg (100 nM particle
concentration). Following injection, the chests were closed and animals were allowed to
recover on a heating pad until functional assessments were made 3 days following MI
surgery using echocardiography (Acuson Sequoia 512 with a 14 MHz transducer) and
invasive pressure-volume hemodynamics (Millar Instruments). These studies conformed to
the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals published by the US National
Institutes of Health (NIH Publication No. 85-23, revised 1996) and all animal studies were
approved by Emory University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
2.10. In vivo imaging
Rats were subjected to MI as described above and Cy5 labeled NS-Dz gold particle
conjugates were injected in 3 areas in the border zone surrounding the infarct. Rats were
sacrificed and the hearts, liver, spleen and kidneys were harvested and imaged on days 0, 1,
2, and 3 post-injection (n=1 per time point) using Bruker In-Vivo Xtreme. The Cy5
fluorescent intensity in these organs was plotted as arbitrary fluorescence over time to
demonstrate retention of the particles up to 3 days in the heart.
2.11. Echocardiography and invasive pressure-volume hemodynamics analysis
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In a separate study, rats were subjected to MI surgery and injections as described above, and
3 days post-surgeries and treatment anesthetized rats were subjected to echocardiography
(Acuson sequoia 512) and invasive pressure-volume hemodynamics (Millar MPVS
instruments) analyses to assess the functional effects of treatment. From echocardiography,
short axis values of left ventricular end systolic (ES) and end diastolic (ED) dimensions
were obtained. An average of 3 consecutive cardiac cycles was used for each measurement
and was performed three times in by a blinded investigator. Fractional shortening was
calculated as [(end-diastolic diameter – end-systolic diameter)/(end-diastolic diameter)] and
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expressed as a percentage. For invasive hemodynamics, the pressure-volume probe was
inserted into the left ventricle. After stabilization, baseline left ventricular pressure-volume
loops were recorded for at least 10 cardiac cycles and data averaged to get mean values for
each animal. Data extracted include +dP/dT, -dP/dT, end-systolic and end-diastolic pressures
and volumes, and left-ventricular Ejection Fraction (%EF).
2.12. In vivo gene expression and plasma cytokine analysis
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Following functional measurements at 3 days, animals were sacrificed and the left ventricle
infarct tissue was harvested and homogenized, which the total RNA contents were isolated
using Trizol (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Complementary DNA
(cDNA) was synthesized using SuperScript III kit (Invitrogen) and the quantitative real-time
PCR (qRT-PCR) was performed using Power SYBR Green (Invitrogen) master mix with
Applied Biosystems StepOnePlusTM real time PCR system. Absolute quantification method
was employed to analyze gene expression levels of each of the target genes. Standard curves
for each of the primer sets (Supplemental Table 1) were constructed with serial dilutions of
input DNA templates and validated comparable amplification efficiencies (curve slopes:
-3.32 to -3.64). Relative mRNA levels were obtained by extrapolation of Ct values from the
slopes of the standard curve for each primer set. Gene expression levels were then
normalized to the endogenous housekeeping gene GAPDH and further, expressed as fold
changes compared to expression levels in sham animals in order to minimize batch-to-batch
variability in tissue processing. Prior to sacrificing the animals, blood was collected via
cardiac puncture, plasma separated from blood cells and stored in -70°C until cytokine
analysis using the Luminex multiplex analyzer system (Luminex LX100). A custom
cytokine bead panel from eBioscience was used to analyze cytokines IL-12β, IL-1 β, IL-6
and IL-10 in the plasma.
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2.13. Immunohistochemistry
In a separate set of animals (n=3), hearts were immediately snap frozen following sacrifice
in OCT compound and transferred to liquid nitrogen, before frozen sections (10μm) were
made for staining. To stain for inflammatory cells, sections were fixed with acetone and
incubated with anti-CD68 antibody (Abcam) followed by incubation with Alexafuor-647
(Invitrogen). Sections were counterstained with DAPI and imaged on a Zeiss fluorescent
microscope with equal exposure times for each sample. TUNEL staining was performed
according to manufacturer's protocol (Abcam) following fixation with 4%
paraformaldehyde.
2.14. Ca2+ sparks imaging
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Ca2+ sparks are elementary SR Ca2+-release events through a cluster of ryanodine receptors
(RyR2s) that occur spontaneously during diastole and summate in time and space during
systole to form the global Ca2+ transient during E-C coupling. To monitor rapidly changing
phenomena such as fluorescence signals from Ca2+ sparks, laser scanning confocal
microscopy can be utilized and these line scans enable visualization of rapid fluorescence
intensity changes with time. Confocal microscopy (FV1000, Olympus) was used to image
Ca2+ sparks, with excitation at 488nm and emission collected at >500nm. Cardiac myocytes
were loaded with 20 μm fluo-4/AM for 20 min at room temperature (RT), followed by a 20
Biomaterials. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2017 August 21.
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min wash in 2 mM Ca2+ Tyrode's at RT. Ca2+ spark measurements were acquired from intact
myocytes perfused with 2 mM Ca2+ Tyrode's solution during rest after 1 Hz stimulation in
line scan mode at 2 ms/line with a pixel size of 0.155 μm. All fluorescent signals were
background subtracted. Changes in [Ca2+]i are expressed as ΔF/F0, where ΔF is the change
in fluorescence [measured fluorescence (F) – F0] and F0 is resting baseline fluo-4
fluorescence. For all subsequent Ca2+ imaging experiments, cells were placed on laminincoated coverslips. Action potentials and global Ca2+ transients were elicited by electrical
field stimulation using a pair of platinum electrodes. Experiments were conducted at room
temperature (22-24°C).
2.15. Statistics
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All statistical analyses were performed using Graphpad Prism 5 software. Quantitative
results were presented as means ± SEM. Statistical comparisons were performed by one way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by the appropriate post-test as described in the
figure legends. P values of less than 0.05 were considered significant.

3. Results and discussions
3.1. Synthesis and characterization of gold-DNAzyme nanoparticles (DzNPs)
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DNAzyme functionalized nanoparticles were synthesized via self-assembly through mixing
thiolated DNA with citrate stabilized gold nanoparticles and performing a salt titration (Fig.
1A).[46] Particles were functionalized with catalytically active (Dz), inactive (i-Dz) or active
but nonspecific (NS-Dz) DNAzymes with a loading of 99±3, 109±7, and 65±2
oligonucleotides per nanoparticle, respectively. This equates to a high surface density
ranging from 6 – 9 nm2/DNA, sufficiently high to ensure optimal activity and equivalent
particle uptake.[46, 47] It should be noted that NS-Dz has a lower DNA density on the
particle due to possessing a stable secondary hairpin structure. The resulting particles were
very homogeneous and monodisperse with a mean particle diameter of 14± 3 nm as
determined by TEM analysis and ∼80 nm as determined by dynamic light scattering. The
extinction spectra showed a peak at 525 nm corresponding to the nanoparticle's surface
plasmon resonance (Fig. S1).
3.2. Internalization of DzNPs by macrophages and myocytes in vitro
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For in vitro and in vivo imaging studies, Cy5-labeled nonspecific DNAzyme modified
particles (Cy5-NS-Dz) were synthesized in a similar manner. To determine cellular uptake,
primary RAW 264.1 macrophages were treated with 5 nM Cy5-NS-Dz particles (300 nM
DNA) and fluorescence was measured. We observed non-punctate, diffuse fluorescence
intracellularly (Fig. 1B & Fig. S2) in macrophages treated with the Dz-NPs at the 1 hour
time point. This indicates that the DNA is diffusely localized to the cytoplasm, in agreement
with literature precedent for other cell types and what we have previously observed.[28, 48]
Most likely, Dz-NPs remain intact since macrophages were only treated for 1 hour and
DNA-NPs have been shown to be stable up to 16 hours.[33] We qualitatively compared the
particle uptake with the most commonly used commercial transfection reagent
Lipofectamine® RNAiMAX complexed with equivalent DNA concentration (300 nM)
through a time course of 24 hours. While the DzNPs were taken up by macrophages as early
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as 1 hour (Fig. 2B, left) and are continually taken up through 24 hours, Lipofectamine®mediated transfection was only detected inside cells at the 24 hour time point and in
punctate signals indicating possible entrapment within the endosomal compartments (Fig.
1C, right). Phagocytic cells such as macrophages are a particulalry challenging target for
transfection and gene silencing, as they are programmed to take up and degrade foreign
particles. However, the mechanism of particle internalization is dependent on particle size.
Particles below 500 nm in size are usually taken up via endocytosis in phagocytic and nonphagocytic cells,[49] which is preferable in the context of therapeutic delivery. Accordingly,
we further show that these particles are taken up by non-phagocytic adult rat cardiomyocytes
at 18 hours following transfection (Fig. S3). Notably, there was no observable fluorescence
in cardiomyocytes transfected with Cy5-DNA utilizing Lipofectamine® RNAiMAX (Fig.
S3).
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3.3. DzNPs do not elicit cytotoxicity in vitro
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We next investigated whether DNAzyme functionalized AuNPs are a biocompatible delivery
vehicle and whether we could deliver catalytically active Dz into macrophages and inhibit
TNF-α expression in vitro. In order to establish an in vitro model to demonstrate
knockdown of TNF-α, we stimulated primary peritoneal cavity isolated macrophages with
bacterial endotoxin LPS following particle treatment to upregulate the production of TNF-α.
LPS stimulates TNF-α expression via activation of the Toll Like Receptor (TLR),
orchestrating a potent inflammatory response, and therefore TNF-α expression additionally
serves as a surrogate assay to evaluate the cytotoxicity profile of particle uptake compared to
the commonly used transfection reagent Lipofectamine® RNAiMAX. Upon treatment with
Lipofectamine®, macrophages exhibited ∼4 fold higher TNF-α levels compared to the basal
LPS stimulation, illustrating the cytotoxic response elicited by cationic lipids, which are
widely used for nucleic acid delivery. The nonspecific DNAzyme particle (NS-Dz) treatment
caused no significant additional cytotoxicity over the control group (Fig. 2B), thus indicating
that DNAzyme functionalized particles do not elicit cytotoxicity and are suitable for
applications in an inflammatory disease context such as the post-MI myocardium.
3.4. In vitro TNF-α knockdown
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To determine the intracellular catalytic activity of DNAzyme AuNP conjugates within the in
vitro macrophage model, active and inactive DNAzymes modified particles were
synthesized targeting the start codon (AUG) of the TNF-α mRNA displaying minimal
secondary structure. The recognition arms were 7 and 10 bases in length, which was
designed based on literature precedent defining DNAzyme design rules as shown in Fig. S4.
[37] A single base mutation was introduced in the 15 base catalytic core to inhibit
DNAzyme activity of the i-Dz sequence, thus allowing one to distinguish antisense
knockdown from DNAzyme mediated knockdown (Fig. 2A). To minimize DNAzyme
degradation, four 2′-methyl ether modifications were added to the termini of the recognition
arms. Surprisingly, initial tests using DNAzymes with 10 mer long arms showed limited
activity, and Dz and i-Dz treated macrophages showed only 14% and 2% knockdown,
respectively (Fig. S4). We hypothesized that this was caused by product inhibition due to
high stability of the 10 base recognition arms. To address this concern, the recognition
sequence for one of the arms was shortened from 10 to 7, in addition to changing the two
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terminal thymidine bases in the T10 spacer region to two cytosines in order reduce the
affinity to the mRNA target. In the optimized design (Fig. 2A), compared to control LPS
stimulated cells, only Dz particles showed significant (∼50%) reduction in TNF-α levels
while NS-Dz and i-Dz particles showed no effect (Fig. 2C). Together, these results show that
spherical nucleic acids can efficiently deliver catalytically active DNAzymes to
macrophages and decrease the expression of TNF-α in activated macrophages.
3.5. Ex vivo fluorescence imaging to determine biodistribution of DzNPs
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We next investigated the ability of these particles to deliver DNAzymes to the myocardium
in a rat model of MI. Cy5-NS-Dz modified gold particles were injected intramyocardially to
3 different regions of the infarct following MI surgery. This route of delivery is clinically
relevant in the context of MI as routine interventional procedures such as primary
percutaneous interventions (PCI) post-MI require catheterization and can be leveraged for
site-specific therapeutic administration.[50] The time-course ex-vivo bioimaging revealed
strong Cy5 fluorescence emitting from the heart for all 3 days tested indicating efficient
particle uptake and retention in the myocardium following injection for at least up to 3 days
(Fig. 3B-C). Due to the pulsatile nature of the heart, as anticipated, particles are introduced
to the blood circulation to a certain extent, and secondary to the heart, they predominantly
biodistributed to the kidney and liver, suggesting renal and/or hepatobilary clearance.
3.6. Silencing TNF-α improves acute cardiac function and elicits an anti-inflammatory
response
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To test the potential of DNAzyme functionalized AuNPs as an anti-inflammatory agent for
the treatment of acute MI, we investigated the effect of injecting these particles to the
myocardium of rats immediately following experimental MI. We used cardiac
echocardiography, invasive hemodynamics measurements at a 3-day acute time point, and
also measured the inflammatory gene expression profile in the left ventricular infarct tissue.
As shown in Fig. 4, delivery of Dz significantly reduced the TNF-α mRNA levels in LV
tissue compared to all controls and further, exhibited no statistical significance from sham
controls.

Author Manuscript

Several studies have illustrated the central role that TNF-α plays in myocardial dysfunction
following MI by propagating pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-6 and IL-1β, that
acutely regulate myocyte survival/apoptosis and trigger further cellular inflammation,
including oxidative stress and recruitment of inflammatory cells to the infarct.[12, 51-53]
Therefore, to determine the downstream effect of down regulating TNF-α, we measured the
gene expression profile of commonly upregulated pro-inflammatory mediators IL-12β, IL-1
β, IL-6 as well as iNOS, an inducible form of Nitric Oxide (NO) synthase stimulated by
cytokines such as TNF-α and IL-1b (Fig. 5).[54] Silencing TNF-α gene expression resulted
in a strong anti-inflammatory effect that disrupted the gene expression of these proinflammatory markers.
Systemic levels of these cytokines measured from plasma partially reflected the local gene
expression patterns and exhibited a trend of Dz treatment mediated anti-inflammatory effect
(Fig. S6 A-C), though this was not statistically significant. An endogenous anti-
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inflammatory cytokine IL-10, although did not show any statistically significant changes in
local gene expression (Fig. S7), did exhibit a trend of upregulation in plasma levels with Dz
treatment (Fig. S6 D). Combined with the trend for downregulation of IL-12β only in the Dz
treatment group (Fig. S6 A), these results suggest a lower ratio of IL-12/IL-10 in systemic
circulation, which is a surrogate measure of anti-inflammatory response employed in several
studies due to the apparent opposing relationship of these cytokines and positive
implications in resolution of inflammation.[55] It is important to note that these differences
were not statistically significant and could indicate the systemic changes do not necessarily
reflect what may occur in the local environment, or that changes could diluted in the blood
as compared to local tissue RNA.

Author Manuscript

Functional changes were determined by both echocardiography and pressure-volume
catheter analysis. All groups receiving MI demonstrated significantly reduced cardiac
function (p < 0.001) as measured in absolute change in fractional shortening compared to
sham animals. While there was no effect for NS-Dz or i-Dz particle treated groups, Dz
particle treatment significantly restored function by ∼40% compared to the untreated MI
group (p < 0.01; Fig. 6A). The invasive hemodynamics measurements also demonstrated a
significant improvement in several indices of cardiac function (Fig 6B-F). Ejection fraction,
the parameters that measure the rate of change of pressure in the left ventricle chamber (dp/
dt), end-systolic volume, and both end-systolic and end-diastolic pressures were all
negatively altered in MI mice. While treatment with NS-Dz or i-Dz had no effect, treatment
with Dz improved all of these measurements. There were no changes in end-diastolic
volume in this study, most likely due to the acute time-point.

Author Manuscript

To determine whether Dz treatment improved acute inflammation and prevented cell death,
immunohistochemistry was performed. Representative images are shown in Fig. 7 for both
CD68 and TUNEL staining. Qualitatively, there was reduced cellular infiltration and CD68
in Dz treated mice compared with MI alone and mice treated with i-Dz. Similarly, there was
extensive TUNEL staining in MI mice and mice treated with i-Dz that was largely absent in
Dz treated mice. While the exact cell types were not identified in the study, these data
demonstrate that treatment with TNF-α-specific DzNPs reduced local inflammatory
responses and improved overall cell survival.

Author Manuscript

Finally, as another potential mechanism, there is substantial evidence showing that TNF-α
and subsequently induced pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-6 or IL-1β can attenuate myocyte
contractility through the reduction of systolic cytosolic Ca2+ levels via alterations in
sarcoplasmic reticulum function,[12, 56] down-regulation of contractile proteins or βadrenergic receptor uncoupling.[57] TNF-α can decrease myocyte contractility indirectly via
oxidative effects on the ryanodine receptor RyR2 [58, 59] or through nitric oxide-dependent
attenuation of myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity.[54, 60] It is also well established that induced
NO production has a negative inotropic effect on cardiac myocytes and that high levels of
NO produced by iNOS are cytotoxic.[60, 61] Reduction in gene expression of proinflammatory markers and iNOS resulting from Dz treatment in our study suggests that a
combination of direct and indirect mechanisms as a consequence of knocking down TNF-α
could have partially contributed to the improvement in cardiac contractility we observe
(improvements in dP/dT and ejection fraction). In order to substantiate this proposed
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mechanism in vitro, we determined whether TNF-α silencing had an effect on myocyte
function by recording spatially resolved dyssynchronous Ca2+ sparks via line scan confocal
imaging upon stimulating primary adult rat cardiomyocytes with LPS to induce TNF-α
production followed by treatment with Dz particles. Our data (Fig. S8) shows reduction in
inhomogeneous subcellular Ca2+ spark frequency in cardiomyocytes treated Dz particles
compared to the untreated LPS stimulated myocytes, thus demonstrating that suppression of
TNF-α in cardiomyocytes may improve calcium handling, and that may be a potential
mechanism for future evaluation.

4. Conclusions

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

Taken together, we demonstrate the first example of using catalytic Dz-AuNPs as an in vivo
therapeutic. This likely represents the tip of iceberg, and given the broad range of
therapeutic targets that have been proposed and tested for soluble DNAzymes, we expect
that DNAzyme-AuNP conjugates to present an important and viable route for re-examining
their efficacy in clinical settings. Specifically, this work shows potent gene silencing in vivo
via catalytic DNA particles, and identifies significant anti-inflammatory effects brought
about as a direct consequence of suppressing the pro-inflammatory cytokine TNF-α in an
acute MI setting. While this study shows promising acute functional improvement likely
brought about by the anti-inflammatory effect of TNF-α mRNA specific Dz treatment at the
initial inflammatory stage post-MI, follow up studies evaluating the chronic effects of this
treatment on cardiac remodeling and chronic function are needed to determine whether
repeated administrations are necessary to sustain the benefits of transient knockdown of
TNF-α. High concentrations of TNF-α has been shown to contribute to structural alterations
in the failing heart and are often used as an indicator of chronic HF as described earlier.
Therefore, TNF-α gene regulation by DNAzyme-AuNPs merits further investigation beyond
acute modulation. [12, 14, 16] Despite these limitations, this study presents a strong case for
early anti-inflammatory intervention and the potential to revive TNF-α blockade as a viable
therapeutic avenue for the treatment of acute cardiac dysfunction.
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TNF-α

Tumor Necrosis Factor-α

MI

myocardial infarction

HF

heart failure

DNAzyme

deoxyribozyme

Dz

deoxyribozyme

CHF

chronic heart failure

TLR

Toll Like Receptor

PCI

percutaneous interventions

NO

Nitric Oxide

IL-12β

Interleukin 12β

IL-1β

Interleukin 1β

IL-6

Interleukin 6

iNOS

Nitric Oxide Synthase

GAPDH

Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase

LV

left ventricle
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Fig. 1. DzNP synthesis and In vitro Cy5-NS-DzNP particle uptake by macrophages
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(A) Schematic showing the approach used to synthesize DNAzyme modified gold
nanoparticles. Thiolated DNA was mixed with gold nanoparticles, and the salt concentration
was gradully increased. (B) RAW 264.7 macrophages were treated with 5 nM Cy5-NS-DNA
modified AuNPs and imaged using confocal microscopy following 1 hour of treatment to
visualize cytoplasmic localization of Cy5-DNA. The representative Z-stack image confirms
internalization of nanoparticles within macrophages (scale bar, 30 μm). (C, left) Uptake
efficiency was compared in macrophages treated with equivlant cocnentraions of DNA
containing Dz-particles at 1 hour to (C, right) Lipofectamine® transfection reagent for 24
hours. DNA (red, Cy5), Nucleus (blue, DAPI). (Scale bar, 30 μm).
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Fig. 2. Biocompatibility of DNAzyme-gold particles and in vitro knockdown of TNF-α in rat
peritoneal macrophages
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(A) Schematic showing the sequences used for Dz, iDz, and Dz-NS AuNP conjugates.
Green indicates the mRNA sequence, underlined bases denotes the location of
phosphodiester hydrolysis. The red base shows the location of the mutation that leads to
inhibition of Dz catalytic function. (B) Plot showing the fold change in TNF-α levels in
untreated and LPS-stimulated macrophages that were also treated with Lipofectamine® as
well as NS-Dz AuNPs. TNF-α levels were measured using an ELISA kit at the 24 hour time
point and were normalized to untreated LPS stimulated cells and reported as fold changes in
TNF-α expression levels. Grouped data (mean ± SEM; n=3). (C) Plot of TNF-α expression
levels when macrophages are treated with NS-Dz, i-Dz, and Dz AuNP conjugates at the 24
hour time point. Grouped data (mean ± SEM; n=6) (*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001; Oneway ANOVA followed by Tukey' Multiple Comparison post-test).
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Fig. 3. Ex-vivo fluorescence imaging of organs from animals injected with Cy5-NS-DzNP

(A) Schematic of ligation of the coronary artery to cause permanent ligation MI in rats
followed by particle injection. (B) Fluorescence images of hearts from each day following
injection. The heat map indicates the Cy5 emission intensity in arbitrary units. (C)
Fluorescence intensity of all organs imaged from days 0, 1, 2 and 3. The Cy5 fluorescence
intensity is expressed in arbitrary units. A total of four rats were used where each time point
consists of fluorescence from an individual rat.
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Fig. 4. Effect of in vivo delivery of Dz particles on TNF-α gene expression in a rat model of MI
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Plots represent grouped data (mean ± SEM; n=5-9) from 3 days. A significant decrease in
mRNA expression in the LV infarct issue only occurs in the Dz treated rats compared with
all controls. Gene expression was evaluated by qRT-PCR using the quantitative standard
curve method, and the results were normalized to GAPDH levels and reported as fold
changes in copy number of mRNA levels compared to sham animals (*p<0.05; ***p<0.001;
one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's Multiple Comparison post-test).
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Fig. 5. Downstream effects of inhibiting TNF-α on pro-inflammatory cytokine and iNOS gene
expression
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Grouped data (mean ± SEM; n=5-9) from LV infarct tissue at 3 days following MI and
injection. There was a significant upregulation in gene expression of pro-inflammatory
cytokines (A) IL-12β, (B) IL-1β, (C) IL-6 as well as (D) iNOS enzyme in infarct LV tissue
compared to sham animals and was significantly reduced in Dz treated animals. Gene
expression was evaluated by qRT-PCR using the quantitative standard curve method, and the
results were normalized to GAPDH levels reported as fold changes in copy number of
mRNA levels compared to sham animals (*p<0.05; **p,0.01; *** p<0.0001 vs. MI; one-way
ANOVA followed by Dunnett's Multiple Comparison post-test).
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Fig. 6. Effect of in vivo delivery of Dz particles on cardiac function

Plots represent grouped data (mean ± SEM; n=8-12). (A) There was a significant decrease in
cardiac function in animals that received an MI compared to sham as demonstrated by % FS.
Among treatment groups, there was a significant restoration in function only in the Dz
treated rats compared with untreated MI and i-Dz groups. Similar effects were seen for (B)
ejection fraction, (C) dP/dT, (D) end-systolic volume (ESV), (E) end-systolic pressure
(ESP), and (F) end-diastolic pressure (EDP). (*p<0.05; ***p<0.001; one-way ANOVA
followed by Tukey's Multiple Comparison post-test).
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Fig. 7. Histological measurements of inflammation and survival
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(A) Representative images from CD68 staining showing increased cellularity (DAPI=blue)
and increased CD68 staining (red) in MI and i-Dz treated animals (scale bar = 50μm). (B)
Representative TUNEL staining showing increased cell death in MI and i-Dz treated animals
(images taken in 20× magnification).
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